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114-206; W. Thomas's reply to Omond, Mod. Lang. Rev. v. 107 
11, and Omond's rejoinder, p. 112. 

To the General Criticism we may add the following: H. Ahn, 
John Milton's Leben und poetische Werke, Progr., Eupen, 1862; 
L. Cooper, Dryden and Shelley on M., MLN. xxiii. 93; Herbert 
E. Cory, Spenser, the School of the Fletchers, and Milton, Univ. 
of California Publ. in Mod. Phil. ii. 311-73 (rev. in Athen., July 
27, 1912, p. 85); H. Fernow, Milton's Letters of State, Progr., 

Hamburg, 1903; T. W. Haight, M. and Du Bartas, Nation xcii. 
59; J. R. Harris, Early Editions of the Centones and Traces of 

Their Use by Milton, in his Homeric Centones and the Acts of 
Pilate, London, 1898, pp. 19-33; O. Kuhns, Dante's Influence on 

Milton (see p. 68) reprinted in his Dante and the English Poets 
from Chaucer to Tennyson, New York, 1904, pp. 79-104; M. S. 

Leather, Pope as a Student of M., Engl. Stud. xxv. 398-410; A. 
H. Mabley, Milton's Latin Poems, Western Reserve Univ. Bulletin, 
n.s. ii. 2. 49-72 (1899); J. W. Mackail, in his Springs of Helicon, 
pp. 137-204 (1909); F. A. March, Studies in the Vocabularies of 
the English Poets, Proc. Am. Phil. Assn. xxi. xxx f. (1890); Mere 

dith's verses, Proc. Brit. Acad., 1908, pp. 354 f.; T. Paur, Ver 

gleichende Bemerkungen ?ber Dante, M. und Klopstock, Progr., 
Neisse, 1847; I. Schmidt, Milton's Jugendjahre und Jugendwerke, 
Sammlung wissensch. Vortr?ge, N. F. xi. 99-134 (1896); E. M. 

Thompson, The Tercentenary of M., Athen., May 30, 1908, p. 
671; Sir. A. W. Ward, on same, Proc. Brit. Acad. iii. 213-25; 
J. E. Wells, J. Thomson and M., MLN. xxiv. 60 f. 

No attempt has been made by Professor Thompson to handle 
the bibliography of foreign translations of Milton. Such a list 

would of course be of great service in indicating the extent of 
Milton's influence on the Continent. 

Two typographical errors have been noted: P. 16, 1. 6, Miss 
Lockwood's article appeared in MLN. xxv. 201-5. P. 68, last line, 
Hales's art. in Mod. Phil, ends at p. 144. 

Clark S. Northup. 

Cornell University 

THE RISE OF ENGLISH LITERARY PROSE. By George 
Philip Krapp. Professor of English in Columbia University. 
New York. Oxford University Press. 1915. 

Professor Krapp's book is an informing one and will be appre 
ciated by students who are seeking a definite and systematic 
analysis of the records of English prose between the fourteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. Its analysis of the field is cross 
sectional. Aside from the introductory chapters on the prose of 
the fourteenth century and on Wyclif, and the concluding chapter 
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on Bacon, it traces the subject matter along six lines of cleavage, 
as follows : " 

Controversy and Free Speech, 
" 

"The Pulpit, 
" " 

Bible 
and Prayer Book," "The Courtly Writers," "History and An 

tiquity," "The Modernists." The advantage of such a plan for 

displaying the historical development of literary types is obvious. 
This particular material has never been systematized to the same 
extent. Some of Professor Krapp's sections do correspond pretty 
closely to certain chapters in the Cambridge History of English 
Literature?that on the Pulpit almost exactly to the twelfth chap 
ter of the fourth volume, that on History and Antiquity to the 
fifteenth chapter of the third volume. But the substance of the 
other chapters would have to be pieced together from three or 
four different places in the Cambridge History. Professor Krapp's 
classification supplies a unifying idea with which to hold together 
the diverse production of a literature which has not yet become 
aware of literary tradition. His aim?and this is the guiding 

motive and distinguishing feature of the book?is to describe 
how the English language worked out a medium of artistic expres 
sion suitable to the various spheres and interests of prose. He is 
concerned with "the effort of the English people to find for itself 
the golden means of expression between ephemeral colloquial 
discourse and the special and often highly conventionalized forms 
of poetic expression." The record of this effort begins appro 
priately enough in the fourteenth century but the closing limit 
is placed in the first quarter of the seventeenth century somewhat 

arbitrarily, though Professor Krapp seeks to justify his procedure 
in principle. 

The critical qualities of this book are of a high order. Its 

judgments are throughout sane and balanced. Professor Krapp 
arrives at his opinions independently. He has read everything 
that he writes about?the dull and the attractive alike?and he 

registers his opinions calmly and fairly. The result is often a 

jus ter estimate of many books which the average literary historian 
overlooks or dismisses with a slighting reference because they no 

longer interest the generation for which the critic writes. An 
illustration of this virtue of historical sympathy is to be found in 

what he says about the popularity of the Spaniard Guevara among 
the Elizabethans: "The modern reader may sniff at the moral 

platitudes it contains but a neatly dressed sentiment was as 

interesting in the sixteenth century as a cleverly turned situation 
in the plot of a novel today" (p. 315). It is true that Professor 

Krapp does not escape the temptation to give undue emphasis 
to less important figures so as sometimes to produce a blurring of 
the relief, but in the main his estimates are not only adequate 
but well proportioned. The author gives proof of his scholarly 
industry as well as his critical discrimination in establishing that 
the latter part of Hall's Chronicle is the work of another writer 
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than Hall, probably Richard Grafton.1 In the expository style 
of his book Professor Krapp follows the soundest principles. He 
takes no information for granted and writes in a free, straight 
forward manner, without effort and without the kind of allusive 
ness for which a book like this offers many opportunities. His 
method contributes greatly to the general usefulness of the volume. 

I have said that the purpose of the book is to trace the forma 
tion of English prose style. The expressive power of any lan 

guage is of course principally conditioned by the scope of its 

vocabulary. It is fundamentally a matter of the discovery of 
words and their adaptation by repeated experiments to the expres 
sion of the widest possible range of ideas and sentiments, in as 

many shadings as human thought can sustain. Conscious stylists 
have commonly centered their attention on the search for the 

right word, "le mot juste," and the theorist also has sought 
in his analysis to ascertain the characteristic features of vocabu 

lary which constitute the essence of a given style. When it comes 
to a more or less philological discussion of the development of 

English literary expression during the sixteenth century, the ex 

pansion of the word-treasure is naturally the most conspicuous 
feature. Professor Krapp's classification of his material is made 
to bring out in an interesting way the relation between certain 

types of subject matter and certain characteristic vocabularies. 

He describes the direct, popular style which prevailed in preaching 
and controversial writing before the end of the sixteenth century, 
and its antithesis in the ornate, far-fetched diction of the courtly 
writers; and he traces the conflict of these two elements through 
out the century. Questions of diction greatly agitated the scholars 
and men of letters from the time of the celebrated Cambridge 
group?Cheke, Ascham, and Wilson?until Bacon and Ben 

Jonson disposed of them with lordly gesture. These questions 
are familiar to the student through a variety of sources, but to 
them Professor Krapp allows more detailed discussion than is 
to be found in any handbook, and he sets forth their significance 

more clearly than is usual. 

After vocabulary, syntax is the most important consideration 
in the analysis of prose, and with syntax are bound up the very 

delicate and elusive questions of rhythm. Certain syntactic 
features of Elizabethan prose have always been familiar matter 
for comment,?the Euphuistic sentence-patterns, the Chinese 

box construction of the sentences in Sidney's Arcadia, and the 
constant striving toward the periodic or Ciceronian which in 

Hooker attains as close to perfection as is possible in English.2 

1 The detailed evidence for this assertion has been presented by Professor 

Krapp in the Modern Language Notes for March, 1916. 
2 The supremacy of Hooker from this point of view we are ready to main 

tain in spite of Professor Krapp's opinion that "not before the prose of Milton 
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Professor Krapp's description of all these phenomena is very 
good, and he has made some observations of his own in the analy 
sis of Biblical and liturgical prose (particularly the latter) 
that are admirably instructive. But on this point something re 

mains to be said. The indebtedness of the English sentence to 
its foreign models is such, that it would perhaps be no exaggera 
tion to assert that English writers learned to construct sentences 

precisely as they learned to construct sonnets, that they learned 
to manage the fall of a phrase in the same way as they learned to 

manage a caesura in a line of blank verse. If the imitation was 
less conscious, it was hardly less real. 

That English did not learn to construct sentences independently 
is almost subject to demonstration. Follow the course of Anglo 
Saxon from the formless accumulation of clauses in the Chronicle 

through the halting translations of Alfred's time till you get to 
the scholarly Aelfric composing his smooth and well-shaped sen 
tences in transparent adherence to his Latin models. The tradi 
tion of English prose is broken at the Conquest, and in the cen 
turies following there are only sporadic efforts at vernacular prose 

by scholars to whom Latin is as a native tongue?sometimes moder 

ately successful, like Wyclif's, sometimes na?ve in their absurdity, 
like Thomas Usk's Testament of Love, sometimes painful in their 

Latin contortion, like Reginald Pecock's Repressor. Before the 

Renaissance, before the advent of Ciceronianism, before the pas 
sionate and intelligent appreciation of the rhetorical art of the 
ancients was diffused among scholars, imitation of Latin was merely 

mechanical, and from the artistic point of view almost a total 
failure. It is no accident that it is a member of the first group 
of great English humanists who composed the first work in English 
distinguished for the artistic regularity of its prose, the Life of 
Richard III; for whoever may have been the original author of 
the Life, there is no doubt that we owe the Egnlish version to 
Sir Thomas More. 

I repeat then that we owe the form of our sentences, and not 

only that, but the cadence of our phrases, to the literatures to 
which the writers of prose in the sixteenth century went to school. 
I think it is not fanciful to perceive in the prose of that time the 
notes characteristic of several distinct Latin styles?the Senecan 
as well as the Ciceronian?and in addition the movements charac 

teristic of French, of Italian, and of Hebrew. All these models 

undergo a certain modification to bring them into harmony with 
the native idiom, but nevertheless they preserve some of their 
essential distinctions. If the sentences in the Book of Common 

Prayer have a different cadence from those of the Psalms in the 

in the seventeenth century does one find what may be called a first-hand and 

adequate imitation of classical Latin prose in native English writing." p. 276. 
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Authorized Version, it is because in one case the translators 

succeeded in reproducing the periodic movement and rounded 

rhythms of the Latin, while in the other they caught the more 

vigorous pulsations of the simple Hebrew phrases. I think that 
the rhythmic qualities of Malory's prose are directly attributable 
to his French exemplars and that the difference between the prose 
of Sidney's Apologie for Poetry and that of his Arcadia is con 

ditioned according to the presence in his consciousness of a model 
of Latin or of Italian prose. 

It is in this direction that Professor Krapp's treatment of 
sixteenth century prose will bear elaboration. To take into 
account more fully the syntactic and rhythmic elements would 
lead to a more systematic discrimination and a more accurate 

appraisal of the humanistic and courtly writers?Caxton, Cheke, 
Ascham, Wilson, Berners, North, Lyly, Sidney?grouped in 
the sixth chapter of his book. At least three tendencies may be 

distinguished among the writers here associated, and these ten 
dencies are represented roughly by the currents of stylistic in 
fluence flowing into England from the classics, from French litera 

ture, and from Italian. Professor Krapp's discussion recognizes 

only the influence of the classics in this group of writers, and even 

this element insufficiently. We cannot assent to the statement that 
Sir John Cheke's one considerable English work, the Hurt of 
Sedition, is written in a "simple, unmannered style" (p. 292). 
The treatise may be opened almost at random for examples of 
antithesis and balance and other devices and ornaments which 
are eloquent of Cheke's respect for the artificial rhetoric of antiquity 
and of his effort to domesticate it in the vernacular. These two 

passages are fairly typical of the tone of Cheke's prose: 
"Reioise, that we have beene neither partners of your doings, 

nor conspirers of your counsels . . . By beholding the filth of 

your fault, we might iustlie for offense abhorre you like rebels, 
whom else by nature we loue like Englishmen. And so for our 

selues, we haue great cause to thanke God, by whose religion and 

holie word dailie taught us, we learne not onelie to feare him tru 

lie, but also to obeie our king faithfullie, and to serve in our voca 

tion like subiects honostlie. And as for you, we haue suerlie iust 
cause to lament you as brethren, and yet iuster cause to rise 

against you as enimies, and most iust cause to overthrow you as 

rebels. In the which dooing ye have first faulted grieuouslie 
against God, next offended unnaturalie our souereigne lord, 

thirdlie troubled miserablie the whole common-wealth, undoone 
cruellie manie an honest man, and brought in an utter miserie both 

to us the king's subiects, and to your selues being false rebels. 

And yet ye pretend that partlie for God's cause, and partlie for the 
common-wealth's sake ye doo arise, when as your selues cannot 

denie; but ye that seeke in word God's cause, doo break in 
deed God's commandments; and ye that seeke the common 
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wealth, haue destroyed the commonwealth: and so ye marre 
that ye would make, and brake that ye would amend because ye 
neither seeke anie thing rightlie, nor would anie thing orderlie, 

" 

Holinshed's Chronicle, ed. 1808. Ill, 987-988. 

"But what counsell taketh place, where sturdinesse is lawe 
and churlish answers be counted wisdome? Who can persuade 
where treason is above reason, and might ruleth right, and it is 
had for lawfull whatsoever is lustfull, and commotioners are better 
than commissioners, and common wo is named common-wealth? 

Haue ye not broken his lawes, disobeied his counsell, rebelled 

against him? And what is the common-wealth worth, when the 
law which is indifferent for all men, shall be wilfullie and spite 
fullie broken of head-strong men, that seeke against laws to order 

lawes; that there may take place not what consent of wise men 

hath appointed, but what the lust of rebels hath determined? 
What unthriftinesse is in ill semants, wickednes in unnatural 

children, sturdinesse in umulie subiects, cruel tie in fierce enimies, 
wildnes in beastlie minds, pride in disdainful harts; that floweth 
now in you, which haue fled from housed conspiracies, to incamped 
robberies, and are better contented to suffer famine, cold, trauell 

to glut your lusts than to Hue in quietnesse to saue the common 

wealth, and thinke more libertie in wilfullnesse, than wisedome 
in dutifulnesse, and so run headlong not to the mischiefe of others 

but to the destruction of your selues and undoo by follie that ye 
intend by mischiefe, neither seeing how to remedie that ye iudge 
faultie nor willing to saue your selues from miserie: which stif 

neckednesse cannot doo, but honestie of obedience must frame." 

Ibid. 991-992. 

No more does it satisfy us to have Sidney's Apologie for Poetry 
characterized as "familiar and unmannered" (p. 364). It is not 
the occasional artificialities that betray the classical inspiration 
of this essay, but the combination of a stately grace of movement 

with regularity of sentence structure; these qualities are respon 
sible for the suggestions of the Dialogue of Plato and the Ciceronian 
cadences of which Professor Krapp makes mention. 

The striking difference in syntactic style between the Apologie 
for Poetry and the Arcadia brings into relief a second important 
factor in Elizabethan prose. According to Professor Krapp the 

synthetic sentence-structure of the Arcadia was deliberately cul 

tivated bySidney as appropriate to the large scale on which the work 
was planned. If this is meant to imply that Sidney was the origin 
ator of this loosely complicated style of sentence composition, then 
it leaves out of account certain well known translations from the 

Italian, such as Fen ton's Bandello and Sir Thomas Hoby's version 
of Castiglione's Courtier. The latter book, by the way, is too fine 
a piece of prose to deserve to be completely overlooked in Pro 
fessor Krapp's history. Both Fenton and Hoby show unmis 
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takably in their sentence-structure the influence of their Italian 

originals. Italian prose, beginning with Boccaccio, in imitation 
of the periodic structure of Latin, had domesticated the involved 

type of sentence and had endowed it with considerable grace and 

fluency. The form of these sentences in Italian is not absolutely 
periodic but is marked by an elaborate serpentine movement, 
sometimes coiling toward the head, as periodic sentences do, but 
often winding laxly along and terminating with the tail at a con 
siderable distance from the mouth. In its English adaptation 
the tendency to looseness is greater than in Italian. But even 
in its English form it is susceptible of a great variety of cadences 
and responds to the divers requirements of prose more adaptably 
than either the stiff movement which the age commonly associated 

with its classical models or than the more primitive sentence 
structure which is characteristic of the contemporary prose of the 
other European languages. When restrained within bounds, as it 

normally is in Hoby's Courtier, this many-folded sentence, in its 

appeal to the mind and ear, leaves nothing to be desired. With less 
artistic control, as it is commonly handled by Fenton, it is likely 
to lose itself in the sands. Of the movement of Hoby's prose the 

following passage near the beginning of the second book offers a 
favorable illustration: 

"Therefore the sweete flowers of delite vade away in that 
season out of oure heartes, as the leaves fall from the trees after 

harvest, and in steade of open and cleere thoughtes there entreth 

cloudy and troublous heavinesse accompanied with a thousand 
heart grieffes: so that not only the bloude, but the mind is also 

feble, neither for the former pleasures receyveth it anye thynge 
elles but a fast memorye and the print of the beloved time of 
tender age, which whan we have upon us, the heaven, the earth, 
and ech thing to our seeming rejoiceth and laugheth alwayes 
about our eyes, and in thought (as in a savoury and plesaunt 
gardein) florisheth the sweete spring time of mirth, so that per 
adventure it were not unprofitable, when now in the colde season, 
the Son of our lief (taking away from us our delites) beginneth to 
drawe toward the Weste, to lose in like case therwithal the mind 
fulnesse of them, and to find out (as Themistocles sayth) an art 
to teach us to forget: for the sences of our bodye are so deceyvable, 
that they beguile many times also the judgment of the mind. 

Therefore (me thinke) olde men be like unto them, that saylinge 
in a vessell out of a haven, behoulde the ground with their eyes, 
and the vessell to ther seeminge standeth styll and the shore 

goeth: and yet is it cleane contrarye, for the haven, and likewise 
the time and pleasures continue still in their astate, and we with 
the vessell of mortalitye flying away, go one after an other through 
the tempestuous sea that swaloweth up and devoureth al thinges, 
neither is it granted us at any time to come on shore again, but 
alwaies beaten with contrary windes, at the end we break our 
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vessell at some rocke. Because therefore the minde of old age 
is without order subject to many pleasures, it can not taste them: 
and even as to them that be sycke of a feaver whan by corrupt 
vapours they have lost theyr taste, all wines appear moste bitter, 
though they be precious and delicate in dede: so unto olde men 
for there unaptness (wherein notwithstanding desier fayleth them 
not) pleasures seeme without taste and colde, much differing from 
those they remember they have proved in foretyme, although the 

pleasures in themselves be the selfe same." ed. Raleigh (Tudor 
Translations), p. 104. 

Almost any page of Fenton's Bandello will supply a sentence 

profuse in relative clauses and participial phrases. But we need 
not seek further than the beginning of the first Discourse for 
an illustration: 

"In the Recewles or comentories of Tuskan, I find special 
remembraunce of a mortall grudge betwene ii of the moste noble 
houses in Syenna, called Salimbino and Montanino: whereof, as 
bothe the one and other were of semblable reputation for honour 
and height of estate, so were they of equall rule and authoritie in 
the governement of their publike weale. Whose parentes, allbeit, 

and predecessours, were of singler commendation, by the vertue 

of mutuall societye whiche appeared so entyer and indissoluble 
betwene theim by manye discentes, that the writers in that age 
douted not to terme theym no lesse true myrroers and patterns 
of perfect frendship than either Horestes or Pylladas, which the 
Romain oratour makes so famous by peculiar commendation: 

yet, according to the opinion of Aristotle, as children commonly do 
rather excede their fathers in vice then resemble them in vertue, 
so the posteretyes of these noble houses, in place to persever in 
the vertue of their parentes or treade in the steppes of their 
aunciente amitye, in the verie entrey of their florishing time, when 
al men were in expectaci?n of verteous frutes like to their fathers, 

withe hope to confirme the league of their long frendshippe, they 
embrased sinister occasions of civil mutines, grounding great 
quarrels upon slender or smal substance, with a dispocition and 

equall desyre the one to pursewe the other wyth suche fatal hate 
and unnaturall tyranny, that as the one was almost brought even 
to the brinke of utter desolation of his house and revenue, so the 
other (triumphing, allbeit, in the conquest of his enemye) escaped 
not only without perentory perill of himselfe, and losse of a nomber 
of his deare kinsmen and companions of race, but also was enjoyned 
to so hard a penance that he lyved alwayes after in the continuall 

grudge and desdaine of the people: the viewe of whose malice, 
preferring a wonderful remorce of conscience, with remembrance 

of the fowlenes of the facte passed, pursewed hym with alarams 
of unnaturall and frettinge disquiet of minde, even un till the last 

separation of his soule and body." ed. R. L. Douglas (Tudor 
Translations) I, 20. 
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The resemblance between this style of sentence structure and that 
of Sidney's Arcadia scarcely requires to be insisted on. Is it far 
fetched to suppose that it was a familiarity with the models of 
Italian prose that was responsible for the form of the sentences in 

Sidney's romance, whether or not the earlier English translations 
from the Italian contributed to the result? 

Distinctly different in structure and rhythm from the prose 
just described, is the prose which was written by Lord Berners and 
Sir Thomas North. Professor Krapp's estimate of the intrinsic 
virtues of style in these writers is comparatively low. Concern 

ing Berners's translation of Froissart he says that it followed the 

"simple, unmannered style" of the original, that "stylistically 
there is little that is distinctive or significant in the book. It fol 
lows in the main the tradition of the later medieval prose romance, 
and though the writing is more virile than that of Malory, it is 
of the same kind, only cruder and less evenly maintained" (p. 
317). Of North he says that he translated the formal sentences 
of Amyot in an easier and more colloquial vein. "His sentences 
are prevailingly long, though shorter than Amyot's, and vari 

ously membered, but they are not put together in regular periods. 
They are very loosely constructed, sometimes without regard for 
strict grammatical coherence, though not without a feeling for 
cadence which saves them from the amorphous, sprawling struc 

ture of the medieval style. The rhythm of the prose of the trans 
lation is loose, but not na?ve" (p. 323). The association in the 

first of these quotations of Berners with Malory, and the analysis 
of North's prose in the second, both suggest a real connection 
between these writers. In spite of the fact that their originals 
wrote strikingly different French styles, there is a strong resemb 
lance in the style of the translations of Berners and North. What 
is the cause of this similarity? It is that there had developed in 

England a traditional style of courtly prose having its origin in 
French courtly prose. This style is deficient in a feeling for the 
sentence, its syntax is irregular, but it has a sense for the intona 

tion of the phrase, for a pleasant and regular cadence obtained 

by the distribution of accents in the phrase, and a kind of anti 

phonal correspondence of accents in successive phrases. It is 

this pronounced balancing of stresses which is the element of 
cohesion between the otherwise loosely jointed members of a 
sentence in Malory or Berners. It makes for a style which is to be 

appreciated by the ear more than by the eye. Its essential 
trait has been admirably described by Mr. W. P. Ker. "The 
grammar of Lord Berners," he says in his introductory remarks 

on that writer in the Tudor translations, "pays attention to the 

right spacing of phrases according to their weighty syllables: 
when this is assured, there is less need for the grammatical com 

plication of clauses in their right order and degree; the easy con 
structions of the old style leave it free to the author to tune his 
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syllables to his own mind. The grammatical patterns of the 
classical schools has little attraction for him when he is taken up 

with the other device, of free enunciation, with no broken, confused 
or jarring sounds to break the tenor of it." (p. 21). In illustra 
tion of these characteristics we may quote the same passage which 

Mr. Ker uses in his introduction: 
"Than tydinges came to Aymergot Marcell, where he was 

purchasying of frendes to have reysed the siege before the fortresse 
of Vandoys, that it was gyven up. Whan he herde therof he 
demaunded how it fortuned: it was shewed hym howe it was by 
reason of a skrymysshe, and by the issuying out of his uncle 

Guyot du Sail unadvysedly. Ah, that olde traytour, quod Aymer 
got; by saynte Marcell, if I had hym here nowe, I shulde sie hym 
with myne owne handes; he hath dishonoured me and all my com 

pany ons. At my departynge I straytely enjoyned hym that for 
no maner of assaute or skrymysshe made by the Frenchmen he 

shulde in no wyse open the barryers, and he hath done the con 

trary: this domage is nat to be recovered, nor I wote nat whether 

to go. They of Caluset and they of Donsac wyll kepe the peace, 
and my companyons be spredde ab rode lyke men dyscomfyted; 
they dare never assebmle agayne together ; and though I had them 

togyther, yet I wote nat whyder to bring them. Thus, all thynge 
consydred, I am in a harde parte, for I have gretly displeased the 
French kynge, the duke of B er rey, and the lor des of Auvergne, 
and all the people of the countrey, for I have made them warre 
the peace durynge: I had trusted to have won, but I am now in 
a great adventure to lese, nor I wote nat to whom to resort to 

axe counsayle. I wolde nowe that I and my goodes with my 
wyfe were in Englande; there I shulde be in surety; but howe 
shulde I get thyder and cary all my stufe with me? I shulde be 
robbed twenty tymes or I coulde gette to the see, for all the pas 
sages in Poictou, in Rochell, in France, in Normandy and in 

Picardy are strayetly kept, it wyll be hard to scape fro takyng: 
and if I be taken, I shall be sent to the Frenche kynge, and so 
I shall be loste and all myne. I thynke the surest way for me 

were to drawe to Burdeaulx, and lytell and lytell to get my good 
thyder, and to abyde there tyll the warre renewe agayne, for I 

have good hoope that after this treuce warre shall be open agayne 

bytwene Englande and Fraunce. Thus Aymergot Marcell de 
bated the t matter for hymselfe; he was hevy and sorrowfull, and 

wyste nat what waye to take, outher to recover some fortresse 

in Auvergne, or els to go to Burdeaux, and to send for his wife 

thider, and for his goodes lytell and lytell secretly. If he hadde 
done so, he had taken the surest waye; but he dyde contrary, 
and therby lost all, lyfe and godes. Thus fortune payeth the 

people whan she hath sette them on the highest parte of her 

whele, for sodainly she reverseth them on the lowest parte, en 

sample by this Aymergotte. It was say de he was well worthe a 
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hundred thousande frankes, and all was lost on a daye; wherfore 
I may well save that fortune hath played her pagiaunt with hym, 
as she hath done with many mo, and shall do." p. xxii-xxiii. 

That this is not the native tone of medieval English prose 
may be ascertained from a comparison with the best vernacular 
literature?the prose of Wyclif or of Tyndale. Whatever virtues 
of direct simplicity and natural vigor these may have, a marked 
sense of cadence is not among their distinctions. But this sense 
does appear in Sir John Maundeville and in Malory, in Berners 
and in North, in a way to establish a bond of kinship among them, 
and in the first three at least there can be no doubt of the .influence 
of the French models. By what subtle, half or wholly uncon 
scious process, this quality was adapted and acclimated in England, 
the psychologist may explain.3 It can scarcely have been done 

with the deliberateness of the Renaissance imitation of Latin 

periods. The fact itself, in the absence of conscious contemporary 
theorizing, is not absolutely demonstrable. But the family resem 
blance between these works of French inspiration is a feature 

worthy the attention of the literary historian. It suggests that a 

good deal of light might be shed on the development of Elizabethan 

prose by a careful study of the translations of the period in relation 
to their originals. 

Jacob Zeitlin. 

University of Illinois. 
3 A remark of St. Evremont's is worthy of notice in this connection. In 

praising the translations of d' Ablancourt he says : 
" 

Every word is there measured 
for the exactness of periods, without the stile's appearing less natural; and yet 
a syllable more or less would ruin, I know, any Harmony, which is as agreeable 
to the ear as that of verse. But, in my opinion, he holds the obligation of 
these advantages to the discourse of the ancients, which rules his own; for 
as soon as he returns from their genius to his own, as in his Prefaces and Letters, 
he loseth the best part of all these beauties: And he who is an admirable author, 
whilst he is animated with the spirit of the Greeks and Latins, becomes but a 
moderate writer, when he is not supported, but by himself. 'Tis that which hap 
pens with the greatest part of our Translators. 

" 
Essays, London, 1692, p. 174. 
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